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Directions for Use

With two page turns, this invention brings you to the first, then second letter of your word. In Illustration #1, notice the series of long printed black marks on the page edges; the many short printed black marks on the page edges; and the vertical chart A to Z on the inside back cover.

1. FIRST PAGE TURN. Locate your word's first letter in the chart, and open the dictionary at the long black mark opposite that letter.

Example: Illustration #2 shows this first opening for "encyclopedia," opened to the long black mark across from the chart's E. Words starting with E are at the top of these open pages, with all pages for words starting A through D turned over to the other side of the binding.

2. SECOND PAGE TURN. Locate your word's second letter in this same chart. Opposite that letter, the topmost short black mark shows the pages containing your word.

Examples: To find "encyclopedia," open to the short black mark across from the chart's N (next to illustration box [EN]). To find "exchange," open to the short black mark across from X (next to illustration box [EX]). To find "escort," open to the short black mark across from S (next to box [ES]).

Thumb-indexed dictionaries. This invention also works with thumb-indexed dictionaries, where replacing the above long black marks, the first opening is to the thumb indexing. Opening to a thumb index with both A and B listed on it would bring you to the first page of A. For words starting with A, the second opening would be just as above. For instance, Illustration #1 has illustration boxes [AB], [AL], [AO], and [AU] to show where to find those second letters E, L, O, and U.

For words starting with B, the second opening would be NOT to the TOPMOST short black mark, and instead to the SECOND-from-the-top short black mark. To find "buffalo," the second opening is to the second-down short black mark next to box [BU]. The rule is - for words starting with any SECOND LETTER listed on a thumb index, after first opening to that thumb index, the second opening is to the SECOND short black mark.
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